We developed a new, spatially traversing, direct tunable diode laser absorption spectrometer (TDLAS) for quantitative, calibration free and spatially resolved in situ measurements of CO profiles in atmospheric, laminar, non-premixed CH 4 /air model flames stabilized at a Tsuji counter flow burner.
Introduction
Light emitted by flames via chemiluminescence (CL) offers a completely passive possibility to realize a low-cost active control and optimization of technical combustion processes. One of the molecular species responsible for CL emission is exited CO 2 * whose absolute concentrations are very difficult to quantify. In combustion processes one of the main precursors for the excited CO 2 * is carbon ( ). This reaction path does not contribute significantly to the conversion of the fuel to CO 2 . But CO 2 * formation from CO is a very important reaction for the validation of enhanced chemiluminescence models, which makes the CO distribution in the flame front a very important information to validate improved chemiluminescence reaction mechanisms.
Of course CO also plays an important role as a marker for the kinetic progress in the flame and as an indicator for the efficiency of the combustion. CO is solely oxidized by the hydroxyl radical (OH) and significantly involved in the heat release of the flame by the oxidation reaction [2, 3] . According to that the product of the CO and OH concentrations may also be used to reveal the location of maximum heat release.
The importance of CO as an indicator for the reaction zone, the reaction progress, fuel consumption and the reaction kinetics makes this molecule an ideal measurement parameter for the validation of combustion models. Beside this high relevance concerning the simulation of chemical processes in the combustion environment, CO has also a direct influence on the measurement techniques, like laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), which is also a prominent optical diagnostic method for absolute concentration measurements. It can appear either as a measurement parameter [4, 5] or as a collision partner [6] , which reduces the population number density of the target species due to inelastic collisions of the molecules termed quenching [7] . The quenching of the measurement signal has to be accounted for by an extensive calibration or by complex correction algorithms. For this purpose the knowledge of the absolute CO mole fraction in heated gas flows or laminar standard flames is necessary. Hence there is a high demand for absolute and calibration free CO measurements.
The detection of CO mole fractions was frequently demonstrated in various combustion systems from power plants [8, 9] to lab flames [4, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Numerous measurement techniques like Laser induced fluorescence [4, 14] , Raman spectroscopy [17, 18] , gas chromatography [19, 20] , mass spectrometry [16, 17] , extractive TDLAS [11] , TDLAS [8, 9, 13, 21] and diode laser wavelength modulation spectroscopy [12] have been applied. J. Wang et al. [12] detected CO in a premixed,
McKenna type, atmospheric flame, but needed a calibration process to get absolute values. M.E.
Webber et al. (TDLAS [13] ) probed A) the cold exhaust gases where no CH 4 interference has to be taken care of and B) the combustion region, however without spatial resolution and without detailed discussion of the signal uncertainties. Further, the setup was not designed to provide any spatial resolved CO profile but only a spatially integrated value. The results were not compared with detailed chemical reaction models.
In this publication the first absolute, calibration free and spatially resolved in situ carbon monoxide mole fraction measurements in an atmospheric, Tsuji type, diffusion flame are shown. The experimental CO spatial profiles are compared with simulated CO profiles based on new and improved flame chemistry model [2] .
Burner Setup and Flame Structure
The measurement of the CO mole fraction was realized in a modified CH 4 /air Tsuji burner (Type IV) [20, 22, 23] with a stabilized counter-flow diffusion flame. A U-shaped flame is formed by radial ejecting of methane trough a downwards oriented cylindrical, sintered brass matrix with a radius, = 20 mm, into an upward directed, laminar air-stream. In this counter-flow configuration a flow stagnation point is formed in which the downward velocity vector of the fuel flow and the upward velocity vector of the air flow compensate to zero (Fig.1) . The importance of this burner comes from: A) that the flame and burner can be treated as a completely 1-dimensional problem along the vertical line from the lowest point of the burner surface through the flow stagnation point.
This drastically simplifies the simulation of the flow distribution and the flame-chemistry-interaction, and explains the importance of this burner configuration for the validation of flame chemistry models. B) Simultaneously the flame is very homogenous in temperature and chemistry along lines that are parallel to the cylinder axis and that intersect with the vertical line through the stagnation point. This on the other hand makes this burner type nearly ideal for laser based absorption techniques. C) The Tsuji burner allows varying in a very controlled fashion an important parameter for turbulent flame description, the stagnation velocity gradient (strain rate) of the flame. The strain rate ( ), which is a key parameter for turbulent flame models, is defined as
The strain is varied by changing the fuel ejection velocity (in this paper between 0.18 m/s and 0.25 m/s) and the air velocity. As an unavoidable consequence this also changes the distance between the main reaction zone and the burner surface (defined by the lower surface of the brass matrix).
Validation of flame chemistry models in a Tsuji burner is therefore realized by experimentally analyzing in comparison to the model results of the flame thermo-chemistry (i.e. temperature and species concentration) along the vertical line through the stagnation point. Species profiles can then be measured by spatially scanning laser absorption spectroscopy and has been realized previously e.g. for OH using UV lasers [24] .
A common problem of the Tsuji configuration which limits the flame flatness and thus the assumption of homogeneous thermo-chemical conditions along the absorption path, is the buoyancy driven upward curvature of the flame front at the both ends of the fuel cylinder and the insufficiently defined flame "ends", by so called end-flames [25] , which also cause beam steering. To further reduce these problems and ensure a uniform, flat flame without curved end flames, we modified the classical Tsuji burner design by adding N 2 -co-flow nozzles on both ends of the flame for better balance the flow fields at the cylinder ends and to pinch-off the end flames. In contrast to the standard Tsuji configuration our improved design generates much flatter flames that are much better suited for absorption measurements [25] . The absorption path length was derived by scanning along the cylinder and measuring the CH 4 absorption signal [26] perpendicular to it. The relative strong decrease of the CH 4 absorption at the flanks defines the very homogeneous 60 mm long absorptions path with an uncertainty of 1 %.
Direct Absorption Spectroscopy
For the calibration-free and absolute measurement of CO mole fractions we employed our direct tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (dTDLAS) [9, 27, 28] variant, which permits in situ detection of species concentrations, gas temperatures or gas residence time distributions [8, 9, [27] [28] [29] [30] . This is a beneficial approach especially in harsh environments where calibration is problematic.
In dTDLAS the dc-coupled detector signal -in contrast to Wavelength Modulation Spectroscopy (WMS), Frequency Modulation Spectroscopy (FMS) or dual beam techniques -is directly digitized and used for the subsequent data evaluation thereby including all offsets and disturbances. For the recovery of the absorption line shape wavelength scanning via a linear ramp-like laser current modulation is used.
To determine spatially resolved species profiles we vertically translate the burner within the air duct and through the spatially fixed laser beam. This is done in 100 µm steps via a software controlled DC motor connected to a high-resolution translation stage. The smallest step size of the motor corresponds to 0.5 µm.
In dTDLAS the diode laser beam is directed through the detection volume and the resulting light loss is detected by a photo diode. Assuming a thermo-chemically homogeneous absorbing medium provided by the flat flame we use the extended Lambert-Beer-law [31] to describe and analyze the absorption process:
Therein ( ) denotes the initial and ( ) the transmitted laser intensity. The molecular absorption signal is described by the temperature-dependent line strength ( ), the absorber number density , the absorption path length , and the normalized line shape function ( ), which is centered at wavelength . ( ) terms temporal fluctuations of the broadband overall transmission that may be present. These fluctuations in general can be caused by broadband absorption, light scattering by particles or beam steering. ( ) accounts for background radiation, which would increase the detected signal and thus must be subtracted from the photo detector signal in order to correctly determine the transmitted laser light.
In-flame TDLAS spectrometer setup
Due to the high amount of fuel (CH 4 ) and water (H 2 O) present in certain sections of the flame many CO lines suffer severe interference by the dense CH 4 combination band at 2.3 µm. Thus, it is necessary to select an optimal i.e. spectrally unobscured CO transition with sufficient line strength:
particularly interesting is the spectral region between 4320 and 4325 cm -1 (Fig. 2) .
Our proprietary line selection procedure shows under combustion conditions two CO lines with little CH 4 background as well as only weak interfering H 2 O transitions. Here, CO-R19 seems to be the better choice due to the smallest CH 4 -background. Nevertheless we chose the CO-R20 line due to the slightly stronger CH 4 structure nearby which can be used for subtracting the methane background via a multi-line spectrum fit. To do this, the CH 4 spectrum was calculated for the full modulation range and fitted to the measured data nearby the CO-R20 line. This background reduction method proved to be quite efficient and thus lead significantly higher signal-to-noise ratios (up to three times) and a better accuracy and precision for the line area extraction.
To estimate the relative influence of temperature errors we analyze the density-normalized temperature dependence (S(T)/T) of the CO-R20 line strength (Fig. 3) which shows over the full temperature range in the flame (500 K < T CO < 2000 K) temperature coefficients from 0.3 to 0.05 %/K. Around the S(T)/T maximum near 600K the temperature dependence is negligible, whereas for the further distant temperatures the influence of the measurement uncertainty of the temperature is still small. This is beneficial for flame conditions with large temperature gradients or for the case of enhanced uncertainties in temperature determination.
Nevertheless it is important to ensure high accuracy and precision of the temperature measurement to minimize the CO concentration uncertainty. Therefore we used CARS (N 2 ro-vibrational coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy) in the planar BOXCARS configuration, which requires that the laser beam of a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) and a modeless broadband dye laser (607 nm)
are phase-matched within the surface [34] . With that technique we determined absolute, spatially resolved (x=65 µm) temperature profiles perpendicular to the burner surface along the vertical line through the stagnation point with relative temperature uncertainties of only 1.6 to 2 %.
After the line selection procedure we selected as light source for the absorption spectrometer a single mode, continuously tunable, near infrared distributed feedback (DFB) diode laser (Nanoplus)
with an emission wavelength near 2.313 µm. This DFB diode lasers show a typical emission line width in the low MHz to high kHz showing high spectral stability and a well-defined, Gaussian beam shape. The lasers spectral purity was specified by manufacture to be better than 30 dB. The stability and static as well as dynamic wavelength tuning characteristics were measured in our group [9] [ Fig.   4 ].
For the flame profile measurement the laser wavelength was scanned over a 1. The absorption line profile measured in time space is converted onto a wavenumber axis using the measured dynamic tuning coefficient of the laser. After this a background polynomial of up to 3 rd order is used to correct for transmission and emission contributions and the absorption line area of the target line is determined using an in-house, Labview-based, recursive Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, which uses as a fitting model an array of multiple Voigt line shapes and spectral data from HITRAN2008/HITEMP10 [32, 33] . In addition the fitting process was stabilized by calculating preset values for Doppler as well as for collisional broadening, using measured values of the total pressure, the gas temperature and the measured pressure broadening coefficients of the major local molecular perturbers in the flame [35] . The determined line areas were converted into volume mixing ratios using the ideal gas law and the measured total pressure and CARS temperature.
The measured spatial CO profiles were compared with flame simulation results. The simulations of the non-premixed diffusion flame in one-dimensional Tsuji counter flow geometry were performed with the flame code INSFLA [36, 37] . The reaction kinetics mechanism used for the simulations in the present work is recently documented in [2] . It has been developed to model basic C 1 to C 4
hydrocarbon fuels under non-sooting condition with added chemiluminating chemistry. The mechanism is validated for global flame parameters such as flame velocities and ignition delay times over wide range of temperatures (T=900-2500 K), pressures (p=0.3-9 bars) and equivalence ratios ( = 0.5-3.6). In addition a more strict validation is obtained by comparison of species profiles such C 2 H 2 [38] , CH, C 2 , and 1 CH 2 measured at laminar flame conditions. In the diffusion flames, the mixture composition varies from fuel lean to fuel rich condition. In methane flames the fuel CH 4 decomposes in a main channel to methyl (CH 3 ), further to CH 2 O, CHO and subsequently CO is formed. At richer conditions there is a competing recombination channel where the CH 3 formed are recombined to ethane and are then oxidized finally forming CO.
Results and discussion
Typical examples of transmission-corrected in situ absorption signals for the CO-R20 line are shown in Fig. 5 . The spectral background is affected by the CH 4 spectrum particularly in the fuel rich pre-combustion zone. Increasing disturbances from the strong surrounding CH 4 background can be observed at lower temperatures and higher fuel concentrations.
The combination of a Voigt multi line fitting, CH 4 background suppression, optical disturbance correction algorithm and scan averaging for 500 absorption profiles (equivalent to 3.6 seconds temporal resolution) allowed us to derive highly resolved absorption line profiles in the flame of the Tsuji burner. With CO peak absorbances of 1.85x10 -2 we achieved a fractional resolution of 2.4x10 -4 corresponding to a 1 signal to noise ratio of 77. The fractional resolution was derived from the 1 average of the total residual as shown in Fig.5 . At a distance of 2.9 mm to the burner surface (T=1880 K) we determined a CO mixing ratio of 3.7 Vol.%, so that the SNR of 77 corresponds to a 1 regarding the measurement technique we refer the reader to specialized metrological publications [39] . The total CO uncertainties in Fig.6 are derived from the uncertainties in the absorption path length (±1 %), the line strength at 296 K (±2 % to ±5 % -HITRAN08 [32] ) , the temperature measurement (up to ±2.5 %) and the optical resolution (up to ±1.5 %). Below 1 mm distance to the burner head the CH 4 background was to strong and due to the temperature dependent CO line strength as well as low CO concentration level the CO absorption signal was to weak, to get sufficient SNR for a reliable mole fraction determination.
In addition to Fig. 6 we expanded the study and also measured for the first time the strain dependence of the spatial CO distribution in the Tsuji flame. Fig.7 depicts the strain dependence absolute CO concentration profile for four strain rates ranging from 100 s -1 to 300 s -1 of the Tsuji burner. Over a mole fraction range of two orders only minor differences, due to measurement errors of the fuel ejection rate and the air velocity, can be observed between model and experiment.
With increasing strain rate the CO peak concentration remained constant while the position of the profiles shifted closer to the burner surface. For the highest strain rate (a=300 s -1 ) the fuel ejecting rate had to be increased (from 3 slpm to 5 slpm) to prevent flame extinction as the flame got to close to the burner head. As expected this caused a shift of CO profile position, but also shows higher positions offsets between experiment and simulation. This can be attributed to uncertainties of the CH 4 mass flow controller as well as the heat wire anemometer for the air velocity measurement.
Incorrect prediction of the model was tested by variation of the input parameter, but cannot explain the amount or direction of the shift. The CO concentration for the 300 s -1 profile seemed not go to zero at the air side, which may be caused by higher noise and quite small peak absorptions in this region. The last trustworthy fit could be made at a distance of 3 mm to the burner surface (Fig. 5 right). The comparison of the profile widths showed only in the high gradient range of the CO concentrations substantial differences due to measurement uncertainties (explained above).
The profiles and the overall trends of peak height, peak position and slope shape in the experimental CO profiles reproduced the model and its simulation results quite nicely and better than in previous publications [17] . In many locations we agreed very well (i.e. within our uncertainty figuresindicated by error bars in the figures) with the model. Biggest deviations happen at the steepest CO slopes where the experimental results may be influenced by spatial offsets and spatial resolution problems. But, model errors are also likely to appear in such critical locations. Therefore these "locations" generate the highest "optimizing pressure" for the experiment and the model. In order to evaluate the degree of agreement it also has to be taken into account that the TDLAS technique, due to its "absolute" nature, did not have any remaining degrees of freedom to scale our experimental signals to the simulation results, which makes the agreement even more noteworthy. Competing measurement techniques like LIF usually need difficult calibrations or scaling to get absolute mole fraction values [14, [40] [41] [42] leading to higher uncertainties and less stringency of the comparison and the value of the comparison to the modelers. Given these boundary conditions our match between simulation and experiment is not perfect but certainly impressive and of a new quality. The further development of the combustion model will show if the remaining discrepancies can be removed by the model or has to be attributed to the uncertainties or systematic errors of our measurements.
Conclusion
We presented the first, absolute in situ TDLAS measurements of CO in the laminar, non-premixed diffusion flame of a Tsuji type burner. We employed room temperature diode lasers and detectors to detect the R20 CO transition (4324.4 cm showed -within our uncertainties -over a CO mole fraction dynamic range of more than two orders of magnitude an excellent agreement between the measured CO TDLAS concentration profiles and the model data. Particularly the determination of absolute mole fraction without any spectrometer calibration step, gas extraction or sample modification is remarkable and provides important data for highly stringent tests and validations of current and future flame models.
Outlook
An improvement of the Tsuji flame data will be made by investigating the dependence of the CO profile on fuel composition, on strain rate, and on flame type (partially premixed and premixed flames) as well as via measurement of other species like CH 4 , H 2 O or OH also by using our direct TDLAS method. 
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Figure 3
Temperature dependence of the CO-R20 line strength and the normalized line strength S(T)/T based on HITRAN08 data [32] . Due to weak gradients of S(T)/T, the influence of the temperature uncertainty is small along the entire temperature range. from interference between laser collimator and pin-hole plate at the burner chamber.
Figure 6
Spatially resolved CO concentration profiles in the Tsuji counter-flow flame for a strain rate of 100 s -1 (top).
Figure 7
Comparison of the measured and simulated CO concentrations profiles for flames with strain rates between 100 and 300 s 
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